MAPPING A CULTURE

Know What: That members of a culture build places to meet needs. That places people build in a community show what is important to the culture. Geography of one community and values of one culture.

Know How: To make a special purpose map. To make a map key. To interpret a map.

PLACE

This rectangle represents a map or model of ANY place. You can use a map “KEY” to show important features of any place.

1. Make a cultural map. Show what people built in a community.
2. Then tell why those places are important in the Key. Tell what they show about the community and the values of the culture.
3. Choose one place on the map.
4. Write about that place. Tell what happens there and why it is an important place to this culture. Write as if you were telling someone who has never visited this place.
5. Make up questions about your place. You can make multiple choice questions or questions that people answer with pictures!